
Assignment 2 - Remote MIDI Player
CSCE 4/5013 – Wearable & Ubiquitous Computing – Spring 2023

Due Date – Friday March 31st, 11:59 PM CT

Task: Who doesn’t love the sweet, dulcet tones of a nice MIDI sound track?
In this assignment, you are to send MIDI songs to the Arduino over MQTT using two topics.
One to send the track name which will be displayed on the LCD, and one to send encoded
notes to the Arduino to play sounds using pulse-width modulation and the piezo element.
The user can also press a button which will send a message from the Arduino over MQTT
to another client which will send a new ASCII encoded song.
Expected Operation:

Part 1 – Connect to the MQTT broker, and send a message on “uark/csce5013/{username}/song”
and receive back a message from the server-side application. Part 2 – Complete the remain-
der of the assignment. To implement the communication between the MIDI player and
the MIDI song server “Midify”, you will use a Piezo element (attached to Pin 9) to create
tones for periods of time. “Midify” – An autonomous client application – will send comma-
separated notes to the Arduino on the topic “uark/csce5013/{username}/notes” , and must
tokenize the characters into the note sequence. The Arduino will also receive a message on
“uark/csce5013/{username}/info” which it should print to the JHD 162A LCD display.
The MQTT communication will be through the mqtt broker, and will communicate with
a server application. The port is 1883, and there is no user authorization/authentication.
The root topic for all communication will be “uark/csce5013/username/” where username
is your uark username without the “@uark.edu”.



Rubric: The project will be graded according to the following rubric:

Category Description Percentage

Pass Tests There are a set of ten example tests in this document
which you must implement. Each test is worth 5% of
the grade for this project.

50%

Hardware Diagram You should draw a schematic demonstrating how you
designed the circuitry for the project

25%

Coding Comments & Style Arduino uses individually written code and a set of li-
braries based on C/C++. Use the appropriate cod-
ing style. Comment functions with a description about
their behavior, any parameters, any return values, and
any shared variables which it manipulates.

10%

Report A simple, one- or two-page report (using the class tem-
plate). The report should have the project name (e.g.
Light Gauge), a picture of the setup, a short descrip-
tion of what you did, and the outcomes (e.g. Did it pass
all example tests, if not, why not, your design choices,
etc...).

15%

Table 1: Grading Rubric

Tests: The following tests will be run, and the expected output is shown:

1. On boot-up the system displays “No Music” on the LCD

2. A client application publishes “START” to the server to start communication

3. After “START” is sent, the Arduino should begin to play notes in the sequence as
defined by the topic

4. After “START” is sent, the Arduino should show the song info on the LCD screen

5. Publishing “START” to the server application will always send the same song

6. You should send a different song and title to the Arduino using a separate client

7. (10-points) The LCD should display single-line messages of more than 16 characters
using the autoscroll function in the Arduino LCD library.

8. (10-points) The LCD should display a message with a “\n” as a two-line message
separated by the new-line character (will be less than 16 characters for each, so no
autoscroll)

Submission: You should zip your project directory and submit it on Blackboard.


